Schedule of Discussions

I. The Reform Act of 1832 and the Extent of Deference.

II. The Tory Split of 1846 and the Peelites.

III. Extra-Parliamentary Pressure Groups.

IV. The Reform Act of 1867: Pressure from Below or Calculation from Above.


V.
Political Organization and Electoral Politics, 1868-85.


VI.
Ireland and British Party Politics: The Home Rule Crisis of 1885-86.


VII.
Liberalism, 1886-1914: The Transformation of Policy and Ideology.


VIII. Liberalism, 1886-1914: The View from the Constituencies.

IX. The Growth of the Labour Party Before 1914.

X. The Conservative Party, 1886-1914.
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XI. Wartime Politics: The Cabinet Crises of May 1915 and December 1916.


XII. World War I, the Labor Party, and the Working Class.